Dean's List

The Dean's List includes full-time undergraduate students with a minimum 3.0 GPA and a semester GPA in the top 10% of the college. The Dean's List is based only on grades faculty provide by the grade reporting deadline. Students who previously requested non-disclosure of directory information under the Family Education Rights and Privacy Act are not listed.

A

Ariana Adams
Jacob Adams
Olga Adamson
Nicholas Akel
Anthony Ali
Kathryn Ali
Naira Aliyeva
Melinda Allison
Sabrina Alonso
Eduardo Alvarez
Daniel Alvaro
Austin Alves
Michael Anatale
Gordana Angeleska Bruck
Luis Aranzazu
Salvatore Arena
Larry Arrowood
Meagan Arroyo
Jonathan Asratian
Jehad Atieh

Patrick Beattie
Courtney Bebb
Mariana Becker
Ann Bendgen
Eric Bermudez
Bentlee Birchansky
Ross Bohan
Alyssa Brookner
Evy Brundrett
Chanel Burke

B

Nina Bachemin
Sally Bahlawan
Jacey Bailey
Don Balasuriya
Ana Basgan

C

Kenzo Campos
Francisca Canas Olavarria
Esteban Cardenas
Alvise Carpin
Lucy Carter
Emile Casso
Emma Champlin
Sarah Gillick
Joncarlo Cintron
Senovia Clarke
Gregg Cline
Brandy Cordes
Hunter Courten
Cayla Creighton
Fisher Crist
Indira Culebro
Rachel Cumming

D

William Davis
Kasandra Dawes
Guilherme De Faria
Katherine De La Rocha
Marcella De Vuono
Ruthnide Dejoie
Eric Dekarski
Matthew Della Porta
Gabriela Diaz Holguin
Marcio Do Nascimento
Jessica Dodd
Dakota Donhauser
Kenneth Doyle

E

Joseph Edwards
Assem Elhassan
Jimuna Elisee
Greggory Erro
Robert Espinola
Lucas Estanislau
Justice Evans
Laura Evans

F

James Farrar
Jason Flucker-Williams
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Bailey Follman
Thomas Forthefer
Tiffany Francis
Michael Frangos
Stephanie Gabriel
Mario Gamboa
Gülaine Georges
Justin Gilson
Sebastian Giraldo
Carlos Gomez
Iker Gorricho
Scott Gorton
Jonathan Green
Edwin Guzman
Joseph Huempfner
Timothy Humphrey
Ashley Hunter
Nicholas Ievoli
Huneza Jabeen
Sherbano Jaleri
Olivia Jaffa
Jarod Jannotta
Amani Jawhari
Richardly Jean-Charles
Sarah Jensen
Kiley Johansen
Nisarg Joshi
Farhin Haque
Ariana Hartwell
Maria Hasler
Judy He Joa
Monica He
Yuwen He
Jordan Helm
Jenna Henderson
Spencer Heysek
Amira Hidaytalla
Shanique Howden
Laura Kachidurian
Carolyn Kasler
Nicholas Kaufman
Thomas Keelan
Courtney King
Tyler Kins
Taran Knowles
Jonathan Kreh
Sasha Krynauw
Kyle Kubala
Alisha Laing
Nikola Lajic
Gabriel Landiuguin
Steven Laskin
John Lasorsa
Geoffrey Leavitt
Bryce Levine
Deborah Lindsay
Christina Linzels
Amanda Liston
Joshua Lobel-Witlen
Sierra Lowe
Kristen Luger
Hodry Madriz
Joao Magatti Alves
Kristie Maloney
Stephen Maloney
Christopher Maly
Iranna Manon
Alexander Marcus
Marcela Marin
Saveliy Maslakov
Alexandra Maxson
Sirena Mazzone
Molly Mccarthy
Jared Mcdade
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Serena McGann  
Brian McManus  
Ciara Medina  
Edgar Mendoza  
Paige Mercado  
Ganna Mikheleva  
Ashley Miller  
Julia Miller  
Julian Miller  
Teodora Minkova  
Edward Moldovan  
Carolina Montano Rios  
Rosalba Monterrosas  
Darian Morris  
Isis Morris  
Morgan Moszcinski  
Kelly Moya  
James Mucciaccio  
Aaron Murphy  
Katherine Murphy

Nicolas Ocampo  
Peter Oliveira  
Melvin O’Neal  
Noemier Orsolino

P
Jacqueline Pabon  
Melissa Padilla  
Chabeli Palomino Alberto  
Alexander Pascale  
Zakira Patel  
Natasha Patterson  
Katie Paulauskis  
Natasha Payamps  
Joseph Pellecchia  
Brianna Pereira  
David Perelstine  
Kristian Perry  
Angelique Pertuz  
Miabela Petriati  
Rachel Petrover  
Sarah Portal  
Kyle Potter  
Tyler Potter-Brown  
Tyler Provance

Caitlin Rance  
Ryan Raton  
Michael Richard  
Digna Rivera  
Jonathan Rivera  
Andreas Rizo Patron  
Maria Rodrigues  
Victoria Rodriguez  
Leah Rondinelli  
Lisa Rosenof  
Barbara Rubin  
Sean Ruhlman  
Kary Rutherford  
Daniel Ryan

S
Olivia Saad  
David Salazar  
Ariel Sanchez  
Austin Sanchez  
Ada-Nicole Sanger  
Julissa Santos  
Carolina Schultz de Oliveira  
Miranda Schumes  
Leah Scire  
Nicole Sclidorovich  
Tyler Scobee  
John Scurto  
Nilesh Shetty

Mohammed Nasser  
Nhu Nguyen  
Melanie Norberto  
Temima Nugiel

Seamus O’Brien

Mohamed Rahaman  
Veda Ramdhyan
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Raszana Shoemaker
Usama Siddiq
Lauren Siedle
Gioa Simone
Sharmila Singh
Kunal Solanki
Alejandro Soto
Hala Soueid
Jeffrey Spencer
Nicole Spencer
Caroline Sprague
Vaughn Starling
Erin Stephany
Olivia Sukloff
Ayesha Sulaman
Austin Sweet

V
Jesus Vasquez
Maria Velasco
Alonso Velazquez-Lizcano
Christy Voelker
Emily Voelker

W
Max Wahba
Shelby Wiggins
Justin Wilbanks
Christian Williams
Richard Willoughby
Pattel Witter
Kira Wolak
Michael Woloski
Megan Woodring
Julia Wu

Y
Ko Yin

Z
Sully Zagerman
Corey Zapin
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